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Archaic-Sounding 7s  

A 

ABIGAIL AABGIIL lady’s maid [n -S] 

ABLINGS ABGILNS ablins (perhaps) [adv] 

ABOLLAE AABELLO ABOLLA, cloak worn in ancient Rome [n] 

ABOUGHT ABGHOTU ABY (to pay penalty for) [v] / ABYE [v] 

ABROACH AABCHOR astir (moving about) [adv] 

ABUBBLE ABBBELU bubbling [adj] 

ACCURST ACCRSTU accursed (damnable) [adj] 

ADEEMED ADDEEEM ADEEM, to take away [v] 

AEDILES ADEEILS AEDILE, magistrate of ancient Rome [n] 

AEONIAN AAEINNO eonian (everlasting) [adj] 

AETATIS AAEISTT of age of [adj] 

AFEARED AADEEFR afeard (afraid (filled with apprehension)) [adj] 

AGINNER AEGINNR one that is against change [n -S] 

AGNOMEN AEGMNNO additional name given to ancient Roman [n -S, -MINA] 

AGOROTH AGHOORT AGORA, marketplace in ancient Greece [n] 

AIBLINS ABIILNS ablins (perhaps) [adv] 

AINSELL AEILLNS own self [n -S] 

ALASTOR AALORST avenging deity in Greek tragedy [n -S] 

ALCAIDE AACDEIL commander of Spanish fortress [n -S] 

ALCAYDE AACDELY alcaide (commander of Spanish fortress) [n -S] 

ALCAZAR AAACLRZ Spanish fortress or palace [n -S] 

ALCHEMY ACEHLMY medieval form of chemistry [n -MIES]  

ALCHYMY ACHLMYY alchemy (medieval form of chemistry) [n -MIES] 

ALEMBIC ABCEILM apparatus formerly used in distilling [n -S] 

ALIUNDE ADEILNU from source extrinsic to matter at hand [adv] 

ALMNERS AELMNRS ALMNER, almoner (one that distributes alms) [n] 

ALMONER AELMNOR one that distributes alms [n -S] 

ALMONRY ALMNORY place where alms are distributed [n -RIES] 

ALMSMAN AALMMNS one who receives alms [n -MEN] 

AMBONES ABEMNOS AMBO, pulpit in early Christian church [n] 

AMORINO AIMNOOR amoretto (cupid (naked, winged representation of Roman god of love)) [n -NI] 

AMPHORA AAHMOPR narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [n -E, -S] 

AMPULLA AALLMPU globular bottle used in ancient Rome [n -E]  

ANADEMS AADEMNS ANADEM, wreath for head [n] 

ANANKES AAEKNNS ANANKE, compelling necessity in ancient Greek religion [n] 

ANGLICE ACEGILN in readily understood English [adv] 

ANLACES AACELNS ANLACE, medieval dagger [n] 

ANLASES AAELNSS ANLAS, anlace (medieval dagger) [n] 

APANAGE AAAEGNP appanage (land or revenue granted to member of royal family) [n -S] 

AQUIVER AEIQRUV quivering (shake with slight but rapid motion) [adj] 

ARCHONS ACHNORS ARCHON, magistrate of ancient Athens [n] 

ARMADAS AAADMRS ARMADA, fleet of warships [n] 

ARMIGER AEGIMRR one who carries armor of knight [n -S] 

AROINTS AINORST AROINT, to drive away [v] 
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AROYNTS ANORSTY AROYNT, to aroint (to drive away) [v] 

ARPENTS AENPRST ARPENT, old French unit of area [n] 

ARUSPEX AEPRSUX haruspex (soothsayer of ancient Rome) [n -PICES] 

ARUSPEX AEPRSUX haruspex (soothsayer of ancient Rome) [n -PICES] 

ASCARED AACDERS afraid (filled with apprehension) [adj] 

ASPRAWL AALPRSW sprawling [adj] 

ASQUINT AINQSTU with sidelong glance [adv] 

ASSAGAI AAAGISS to pierce with light spear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ATAGHAN AAAGHNT yataghan (Turkish sword) [n -S] 

ATALAYA AAAALTY watchtower [n -S] 

ATAMANS AAAMNST ATAMAN, hetman (cossack leader) [n] 

ATHIRST AHIRSTT having strong desire [adj] 

ATHWART  AAHRTTW from side to side [adv] 

ATLATLS AALLSTT ATLATL, device for throwing spear or dart [n] 

ATRIUMS AIMRSTU ATRIUM, main room of ancient Roman house [n] 

AULDEST ADELSTU AULD, old (living or existing for relatively long time) [adj] 

AUSTRAL AALRSTU former monetary unit of Argentina [n -ES, -S] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

B 

BAALISM AABILMS worship of baal [n -S] 

BAILEYS ABEILSY BAILEY, outer castle wall [n] 

BANDORA AABDNOR bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

BANDORE ABDENOR ancient lute [n -S] 

BARBUTS ABBRSTU BARBUT, type of helmet [n] 

BASHAWS AABHSSW BASHAW, pasha (former Turkish high official) [n] 

BASILIC ABCIILS pertaining to basilica (ancient Roman building) [adj] 

BASINET ABEINST medieval helmet [n -S] 

BASTILE ABEILST bastille (prison) [n -S] 

BEBLOOD  BBDELOO   to cover with blood [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECALMS  ABCELMS   to make calm [v] 

BECHALK  ABCEHKL   to cover with chalk [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECLASP  ABCELPS   embrace [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECLOAK  ABCEKLO   to place cloak on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECLOGS  BCEGLOS   clogs thoroughly [v] 

BECLOUD  BCDELOU   to make cloudy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECLOWN  BCELNOW   to cause to appear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECOMES  BCEEMOS   comes to be [v] 

BECRAWL  ABCELRW   to crawl over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECRIME  BCEEIMR   to make guilty of crime [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BECROWD  BCDEORW   to crowd closely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECRUST  BCERSTU   to cover with crust [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECURSE  BCEERSU   to curse severely [v -D, -ST, -SING, -S] 

BEDAMNS  ABDEMNS   swears at [v] 

BEDAUBS  ABBDESU   besmears [v] 

BEDECKS  BCDEEKS   clothes with finery [v] 
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BEDEVIL  BDEEILV   to harass [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

BEDEWED  BDDEEEW   wetted with dew [v] 

BEDIGHT  BDEGHIT   to bedeck [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDIRTY  BDEIRTY   to make dirty [v -TIED, -YING, -TIES] 

BEDIZEN  BDEEINZ   to dress gaudily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDRAPE  ABDEEPR   to drape [v -D, -PING, -S] 

BEDRUGS  BDEGRSU   to make sleepy [v] 

BEDUMBS  BBDEMSU   to render speechless [v] 

BEDUNCE  BCDEENU   to make dunce of [v -D, -CING, -S] 

BEDWARD ABDDERW toward bed [adv] 

BEDWARF  ABDEFRW   to cause to appear small by comparison [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEFALLS  ABEFLLS   happens to [v] 

BEFLAGS  ABEFGLS   to deck with flags [v] 

BEFLEAS  ABEEFLS   infests with fleas [v] 

BEFLECK  BCEEFKL   to fleck [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEFOOLS  BEFLOOS   to deceive [v] 

BEFOULS  BEFLOSU to foul [v] 

BEFRETS  BEEFRST   to gnaw [v] 

BEGALLS  ABEGLLS   to make sore by rubbing [v] 

BEGAZES  ABEEGSZ   to gaze at [v] 

BEGIRDS  BDEGIRS   to surround [v] 

BEGLADS  ABDEGLS   to gladden [v] 

BEGLOOM  BEGLMOO   to make gloomy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEGRIME  BEEGIMR   to dirty [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BEGRIMS  BEGIMRS   to begrime [v] 

BEGROAN  ABEGNOR   to groan [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEGUILE  BEEGILU   to deceive [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEGULFS  BEFGLSU   to engulf [v] 

BEHOOFS  BEFHOOS   benefits or advantages [n] 

BEHOOVE  BEEHOOV   to be proper for [v -D, -VING, -S] 

BEHOVES  BEEHOSV   to behoove [v] 

BEHOWLS  BEHLOSW   to howl [v] 

BEJEWEL  BEEEJLW   to adorn with jewels [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

BEKNOTS  BEKNOST   to tie in knots [v] 

BELACED  ABCDEEL   adorned with lace [adj] 

BELATED  ABDEELT   late or too late [adj] 

BELAUDS  ABDELSU   to praise [v] 

BELAYED  ABDEELY   to fasten rope [v] 

BELAYER  ABEELRY   one that belays [n -S] 

BELEAPS  ABEELPS   to leap upon [v] 

BELEAPT  ABEELPT   leapt upon [v] 

BELIERS  BEEILRS   ones that belie [n] 

BEMADAM  AABDEMM   to call by title of madam [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEMEANS  ABEEMNS   debases [v] 

BEMIRES  BEEIMRS   soils with mud [v] 

BEMISTS  BEIMSST   envelops in mist [v] 
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BEMIXES  BEEIMSX   to mix thoroughly [v] 

BEMOANS  ABEMNOS   laments [v] 

BEMOCKS  BCEKMOS   mocks [v] 

BEMUSES  BEEMSSU   confuses [v] 

BENAMES  ABEEMNS   names [v] 

BENEMPT  BEEMNPT   named [v] 

BENUMBS  BBEMNSU   numbs [v] 

BEPAINT  ABEINPT   to tinge [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEQUEST  BEEQSTU   legacy [n -S] 

BERAKES  ABEEKRS   to rake all over [v] 

BERATES  ABEERST   to scold severely [v] 

BEREAVE  ABEEERV   to deprive [v -D, -REFT, -VING, -S] 

BERHYME  BEEHMRY   to compose in rhyme [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BERIMES  BEEIMRS   berhymes [v] 

BEROBED  BBDEEOR   wearing robe [adj] 

BESCOUR  BCEORSU   to scour thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESEECH  BCEEEHS   to implore [v -ED, SOUGHT, -ING, -ES] 

BESEEMS  BEEEMSS   is suitable [v] 

BESHAME  ABEEHMS   to put to shame [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BESHOUT  BEHOSTU   to shout at [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESHREW  BEEHRSW   to curse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESIEGE  BEEEGIS   to surround [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BESLIME  BEEILMS   to cover with slime [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BESMEAR  ABEEMRS   to smear over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESMILE  BEEILMS   to smile on [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BESMOKE  BEEKMOS   to soil with smoke [v -D, -KING, -S] 

BESMUTS  BEMSSTU   to blacken with smut [v] 

BESNOWS  BENOSSW   to cover with snow [v] 

BESPEAK  ABEEKPS   to claim in advance [v -POKE, -PAKE, -POKEN, -ING, -S] 

BESTEAD  ABEEDST   to help [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESTIRS  BEIRSST   rouse [v] 

BESTOWS  BEOSSTW   presents as gift [v] 

BESTREW  BEERSTW   to scatter [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

BESTUDS  BDESSTU   dots [v] 

BESWARM  ABEMRSW   to swarm all over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETAKES  ABEEKST   to cause to go [v] 

BETAXED  ABDEETX   burden with taxes [adj] 

BETHANK  ABEHKNT   to thank [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETHINK  BEHIKNT   to consider [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

BETHORN  BEHNORT   to fill with thorns [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETHUMP  BEHMPTU   to thump soundly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETIDES  BDEEIST   befalls [v] 

BETIMES  BEEIMST   soon [adv] 

BETOKEN  BEEKNOT   to indicate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETRAYS  ABERSTY   to aid enemy of [v] 

BETROTH  BEHORTT   to engage to marry [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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BETWIXT  BEITTWX   between [prep] 

BEVOMIT  BEIMOTV   to vomit all over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEWAILS  ABEILSW   laments [v] 

BEWEARY  ABEERWY   to make weary [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

BEWEEPS  BEEEPSW   laments [v] 

BEWORMS  BEMORSW   infests with worms [v] 

BEWORRY  BEORRWY   to worry [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

BEWRAPS  ABEPRSW   to wrap completely [v] 

BEWRAPT  ABEPRTW   wrapped completely [v] 

BEWRAYS  ABERSWY   to divulge [v] 

BEYLICS BCEILSY BEYLIC, domain of bey (Turkish ruler) [n] 

BEYLIKS BEIKLSY BEYLIK, beylic (domain of bey (Turkish ruler)) [n] 

BEZANTS ABENSTZ BEZANT, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

BEZZANT ABENTZZ bezant (coin of ancient Rome) [n -S] 

BIRCHED BCDEHIR BIRCH, to whip (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [v] 

BIRCHES BCEHIRS BIRCH, to whip (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [v] 

BIREMES BEEIMRS BIREME, ancient galley [n] 

BONDAGE ABDEGNO slavery (ownership of one person by another) [n -S] 

BONDMAN ABDMNNO male slave [n -MEN] 

BONNILY BILNNOY BONNY, pretty (pleasing to eye) [adv] 

BOUNDEN BDENNOU obliged [adj] 

BOURREE BEEORRU old French dance [n -S] 

BOYARDS ABDORSY BOYARD, boyar (former Russian aristocrat) [n] 

BRAWLIE ABEILRW splendidly (in splendid (magnificent) manner) [adv] 

BRUTELY BELRTUY in brutal (cruel; savage) manner [adv] 

BURGAGE ABEGGRU feudal tenure [n-S] 

BURKERS BEKRRSU BURKER, one that burkes (to murder by suffocation) [n] 

BURKING BGIKNRU BURKE, to murder by suffocation [v] 

BURKITE BEIKRTU burker (one that burkes (to murder by suffocation)) [n -S] 

BURTHEN BEHNRTU to burden (to load heavily) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUSHIDO BDHIOSU code of samurai [n -S] 

BYGONES BEGNOSY BYGONE, past occurrence [n] 

BYRNIES BEINRSY BYRNIE, armored shirt [n] 

BYZANTS ABNSTYZ BYZANT, bezant (coin of ancient Rome) [n] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

C 

CAESARS AACERSS CAESAR, emperor [n] 

CAESTUS ACESSTU cestus (hand covering for ancient Roman boxers) [n -ES] 

CALENDS ACDELNS first day of Roman month [n CALENDS] 

CALLETS ACELLST CALLET, prostitute [n] 

CAMAILS AACILMS CAMAIL, piece of armor for neck [n] 

CANGUES ACEGNSU CANGUE, ancient Chinese punishing device [n] 

CANOPIC ACCINOP pertaining to Egyptian jar [adj] 

CARLISH ACHILRS resembling carl (peasant (person of inferior social rank)) [adj] 

CAROLUS ACLORSU old English coin [n -ES, -LI] 
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CASQUED ACDEQSU CASQUE, helmet [adj] 

CASQUES ACEQSSU CASQUE, helmet [n] 

CHAPLET ACEHLPT wreath for head [n -S] 

CHAPMAN AACHMNP peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n -MEN] 

CHARIOT ACHIORT to ride in chariot (type of cart) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHATTEL ACEHLTT slave [n -S]  

CHEERLY CEEHLRY cheerily (in cheery (cheerful (full of spirits)) manner) [adv] 

CHITONS CHINOST CHITON, tunic worn in ancient Greece [n] 

CHLAMYS ACHLMSY garment worn in ancient Greece [n -YDES, -ES] 

CITHARA AACHIRT ancient stringed instrument [n -S] 

CLARION ACILNOR to proclaim by blowing medieval trumpet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLAUCHT ACCHLTU CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CLAUGHT ACGHLTU to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLEPING CEGILNP CLEPE, to call by name [v] 

CLOACAE AACCELO CLOACA, sewer [n] 

CLOACAL AACCLOS CLOACA, sewer [adj] 

CLOACAS AACCLOS CLOACA, sewer [n] 

COBBLER BBCELOR mender of shoes [n -S] 

COCOTTE CCEOOTT prostitute [n -S] 

COFFLES CEFFLOS COFFLE, to chain slaves together [v] 

COLONUS CLNOOSU freeborn serf [n -NI]  

COMITIA ACIIMOT public assembly in ancient Rome [n COMITIA] 

COMMATA AACMMOT COMMA, fragment of few words or feet in ancient prosody [n] 

CONGIUS CGINOSU ancient unit of measure [n -II] 

COOLTHS  CHLOOST   coolnesses [n] 

CORANTO ACNOORT courante (old, lively dance) [n -ES, -S] 

CORNUTO CNOORTU husband of unfaithful wife [n -S] 

CORONAL ACLNOOR wreath worn on head [n -S] 

CORONEL CELNOOR coronal (wreath worn on head) [n -S] 

CORRODY CDOORRY corody (allowance of food or clothes) [n -DIES] 

CORSLET CELORST corselet (piece of body armor) [n -S] 

CORVEES CEEORSV CORVEE, obligation to perform feudal service [n] 

COTHURN CHNORTU buskin worn by ancient Roman actors [n -S, -NI] 

COTTIER CEIORTT cottar (tenant farmer) [n -S] 

COULDST  CDLOSTU   can [v] 

COURANT ACNORTU courante (old, lively dance) [n -S] 

COUTERS CEORSTU COUTER, piece of armor for elbow [n] 

COUTHER CEHORTU COUTH, sophisticated [adj] 

COUTHIE CEHIOTU friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj -R, -ST] 

COWEDLY CDELOWY in cowed manner [adv] 

CRANKLY ACKLNRY in crank (lively (full of energy)) manner [adv] 

CRUSADO ACDORSU old Portuguese coin [n -ES, -S] 

CRUZADO ACDORUZ crusado, old Portuguese coin [n -S, -ES] 

CUBITAL ABCILTU CUBIT, ancient measure of length [adj] 

CUDDIES CDDEISU CUDDIE, cuddy (donkey (domestic ass)) [n] / CUDDY [n] 

CUIRASS ACIRSSU to cover with type of armor [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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CUISHES CEHISSU CUISH, cuisse (piece of armor for thigh) [n] 

CUISSES CEISSSU CUISSE, piece of armor for thigh [n] 

CUPPERS CEPPRSU CUPPER, one that performs cupping (archaic medical process) [n] 

CUPPING CGINPPU archaic medical process [n -S] 

CYPRIAN ACINPRY prostitute [n -S] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

D 

DAIMIOS ADIIMOS DAIMIO, former Japanese nobleman [n] 

DAIMYOS ADIMOSY DAIMYO, daimio (former Japanese nobleman) [n] 

DAMOSEL ADELMOS damsel (maiden (young unmarried woman)) [n -S] 

DAMOZEL ADELMOZ damsel (maiden (young unmarried woman)) [n -S] 

DAMSELS ADELMSS DAMSEL, maiden (young unmarried woman) [n] 

DARESAY  AADERSY   to venture to say [v; only form; does not conjugate] 

DAUPHIN ADHINPU eldest son of French king [n -S] 

DAYSMAN AADMNSY arbiter (one chosen or appointed to judge disputed issue) [n -MEN] 

DEMIREP DEEIMPR prostitute [n -S] 

DEMOSES DEEMOSS DEMOS, people of ancient Greek state [n] 

DEMOTIC CDEIMOT pertaining to simplified form of ancient Egyptian writing [adj] 

DENARII ADEIINR DENARIUS, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

DEODAND ADDDENO property forfeited to crown under former English law [n -S] 

DERRIES DEEIRRS DERRY, meaningless word used in chorus of old songs [n] 

DICASTS ACDISST DICAST, judge of ancient Athens [n] 

DIGAMMA AADGIMM Greek letter [n -S] 

DINEROS DEINORS DINERO, former silver coin of Peru [n] 

DIOBOLS BDILOOS DIOBOL, coin of ancient Greece [n] 

DIPTYCA ACDIPTY diptych (ancient writing tablet) [n -S] 

DIPTYCH CDHIPTY ancient writing tablet [n -S] 

DIRDUMS DDIMRSU DIRDUM, blame [n] 

DIZENED DDEEINZ DIZEN, to dress in fine clothes [v] 

DOBLONS BDLNOOS DOBLON, former gold coin of Spain and Spanish America [n] 

DOGEDOM DDEGMOO domain of doge (chief magistrate in former republics of Venice and Genoa) [n -S] 

DOLMENS DELMNOS DOLMEN, prehistoric monument [n] 

DONJONS DJNNOOS DONJON, main tower of castle [n] 

DONZELS DELNOSZ DONZEL, young squire [n] 

DOOMILY DILMOOY DOOMY, doomful (ominous (portending evil (something that is evil))) [adv] 

DOUCELY CDELOUY DOUCE, sober, sedate [adv] 

DRABBED ABBDDER DRAB, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

DRACHMA AACDHMR former monetary unit of Greece [n -E, -I, -S] 

DROMOND DDMNOOR large fast-sailing medieval galley [n -S] 

DROMONS DMNOORS DROMON, dromond (large fast-sailing medieval galley) [n] 

DRUIDIC CDDIIRU DRUID, one of ancient Celtic order of priests [adj] 

DRUTHER  DEHRRTU   one’s preference [n -S] 

DUELERS DEELRSU DUELER, one that duels (to fight formally) [n] 

DUELING DEGILNU contest between two persons with deadly weapons [n -S] / DUEL, to fight formally [v] 

DUELIST DEILSTU dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n -S] 
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DUELLED DDEELLU DUEL, to fight formally [v] 

DUELLER DEELLRU dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n -S] 

DUELLOS DELLOSU DUELLO, art of dueling; duel [n] 

DULCIAN ACDILNU early type of bassoon [n -S] 

DUNGEON DEGNNOU to confine in dungeon (underground prison) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DUSKILY DIKLSUY DUSKY, somewhat dark [adv] 

DUUMVIR DIMRUUV magistrate of ancient Rome [n -S, -I] 

DWINING DGIINNW DWINE, to pine or waste away [v] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

E 

EFTSOON  EFNOOST   soon afterward [adv] 

EKPWELE EEEKLPW former monetary unit of Equatorial Guinea [n -S] 

ENDLONG  DEGLNNO   lengthwise [adv] 

ENDWISE  DEEINSW   lengthwise [adv] 

ENFEOFF EEFFFNO to invest with feudal estates [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

ENSERFS EEFNRSS ENSERF, to make serf (feudal slave) of [v] 

ENSLAVE AEELNSV to make slave of (one who is owned by another) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

EPHEBES BEEEHPS EPHEBE, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n] 

EPHEBIC BCEEHIP EPHEBE, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [adj] 

EPHEBOS BEEHOPS ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n -OI] 

EPHEBUS BEEHPSU young man of ancient Greece [n -BI] 

EPHORAL AEHLOPR EPHOR, magistrate of ancient Greece [adj] 

EQUITES EEIQSTU EQUES, member of privileged military class of ancient Rome [n] 

ERELONG  EEGLNOR   soon [adv] 

ESCUAGE ACEEGSU scutage, tax exacted by feudal lord in lieu of military service [n -S] 

ESCUDOS CDEOSSU ESCUDO, former monetary unit of Portugal [n] 

EVZONES EENOSVZ EVZONE, Greek soldier [n] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

F 

FABLIAU AABFILU short metrical tale popular in medieval France [n -X] 

FECIALS ACEFILS FECIAL, fetial (priest of ancient Rome) [n] 

FEODARY ADEFORY vassal (person granted use of land by feudal lord in return for homage and allegiance) [n -RIES] 

FEOFFED DEEFFFO FEOFF, to grant fief (feudal estate) to [v] 

FEOFFEE EEEFFFO one to whom fief is granted [n -S] 

FEOFFER EEFFFOR one that grants fief (feudal estate) to another [n -S] 

FEOFFOR EFFFOOR feoffer one that grants fief (feudal estate) to another [n -S] 

FETIALS AEFILST FETIAL, priest of ancient Rome [n] 

FEUDARY ADEFRUY vassal (person granted use of land by feudal lord in return for homage and allegiance) [n -RIES] 

FIEFDOM DEFFIMO fief (feudal estate) [n -S] 

FILLIPS FIILLPS FILLIP, to strike sharply [v] 

FINMARK AFIKMNR former monetary unit of Finland [n -S] 

FLAMENS AEFLMNS FLAMEN, priest of ancient Rome [n] 

FLANKEN AEFKLNN beef cut from sides that is boiled with vegetables [n FLANKEN] 

FLOREAT AEFLORT may he/she/it flourish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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FLORINS FILNORS FLORIN, former gold coin of Europe [n] 

FLOSSIE EFILOSS floozy (prostitute) [n -S] 

FOREBYE  BEEFORY   close by [prep] 

FOREDID  DDEFIOR   destroyed [v] 

FORFEND  DEFFNOR   to protect [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FORNENT  EFNNORT   near to [prep] 

FORWENT  EFNORTW   refrained from [v] 

FROWARD  ADFORRW   disobedient [adj] 

FUTHARC ACFHRTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 

FUTHARK AFHKRTU ancient alphabet [n -S] 

FUTHORC CFHORTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 

FUTHORK FHKORTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

G 

GABELLE ABEEGLL tax on salt [n -S] 

GABOONS ABGNOOS GABOON, spittoon (receptacle for saliva) [n] 

GAGAKUS AAGGKSU GAGAKU, ancient court music of Japan [n] 

GAINSAY AAGINSY to deny (to declare to be untrue) [v -AID, -ING, -S] 

GISARME AEGIMRS medieval weapon [n -S] 

GITTERN EGINRTT medieval guitar [n -S] 

GLEEMAN AEEGLMN minstrel (medieval musician) [n -MEN] 

GODWARD ADDGORW toward God [adv] 

GREENTH  EEGHNRT   verdure [n -S] 

GRUTTEN EGNRTTU GREET, to address in friendly and courteous way [v] 

GUILDER DEGILRU former monetary unit of Netherlands [n -S] 

GUINEAS AEGINSU GUINEA, formerly used British coin [n] 

GULDENS DEGLNSU GULDEN, guilder (former monetary unit of Netherlands) [n] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

H 

HADDEST ADDEHST 2nd person singular of have (to hold as possession, privilege, or entitlement) [v] 

HALBERD ABDEHLR axlike weapon of 15th and 16th centuries [n -S] 

HALBERT ABEHLRT halberd (axlike weapon of 15th and 16th centuries) [n -S] 

HALIERS AEHILRS HALIER, former monetary unit of Slovakia [n] 

HEAUMES AEEHMSU HEAUME, medieval helmet [n] 

HEFTILY EFHILTY HEFTY, heavy (having much weight) [adv] 

HELIAST AEHILST Athenian judge [n -S] 

HELOTRY EHLORTY helotism (slavery or serfdom) [n -RIES] 

HERIOTS EHIORST HERIOT, feudal tribute or payment [n] 

HOPLITE EHILOPT foot soldier of ancient Greece [n -S]  

HORNING GHINNOR mock serenade for newlyweds [n -S]  

HORSILY HILORSY in horsy (resembling horse) manner [adv] 

HOWBEIT  BEHIOTW   nevertheless [adv] 

HUSWIFE  EFHISUW sewing kit [n -IVES, -S] 
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Archaic-Sounding 7s  

I 

INFEOFF EFFFINO to enfeoff (to invest with feudal estate) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

J 

JARLDOM ADJLMOR domain of jarl [n -S] 

JURALLY AJLLRUY JURAL, pertaining to law [adv] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

K 

KITHARA AAHIKRT cithara (ancient stringed instrument) [n -S] 

KREUZER EEKRRUZ kreutzer (former monetary unit of Austria) [n -S] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

L 

LAAGERS AAEGLRS LAAGER, to form defensive encampment [v] 

LAITHLY AHILLTY LAITH, loath (unwilling (not willing (inclined or favorably disposed in mind))) [adv] 

LANGREL AEGLLNR langrage (shot formerly used in naval warfare) [n -S] 

LARNING AGILNNR LARN, to learn (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [v] 

LASHINS AHILNSS abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity)) [n LASHINS] 

LECYTHI  CEHILTY LECYTHUS, lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n] 

LEKYTHI EHIKLTY LEKYTHUS, lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n] 

LEMURES EELMRSU ghosts of dead in ancient Roman religion [n] 

LEPTONS ELNOPST LEPTON, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

LICHTLY CHILLTY lightly (to moderate degree) [adv] 

LICTORS CILORST LICTOR, magistrate's attendant in ancient Rome [n] 

LIERNES EEILNRS LIERNE, connecting part in Gothic vaulting [n] 

LIEVEST EEILSTV LIEVE, gladly (in glad (feeling pleasure) manner) [adv] 

LIMBECK BCEIKLM alembic (apparatus formerly used in distilling) [n -S] 

LOGGATS AGGLOST loggets (old English throwing game) [n LOGGATS] 

LOGGETS EGGLOST old English throwing game [n LOGGETS] 

LOWLILY ILLLOWY LOWLY, low in position or rank [adv] 

LUGGIES EGGILSU LUGGIE, small wooden dish or pail [n] 

LUSTRAL ALLRSTU pertaining to lustrum (ceremonial purification of population in ancient Rome) [adj] 

LUSTRUM LMRSTUU ceremonial purification of population in ancient Rome [n -S, -RA] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

M 

MADONNA AADMNNO former Italian title of respect for woman [n -S] 

MAENADS AADEMNS MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [n] 

MANDOLA AADLMNO ancient lute [n -S] 

MANLILY AILLMNY MANLY, having qualities of man [adv] 

MANWARD AADMNRW toward man [adv] 

MARKKAA AAAKKMR MARKKA, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

MARKKAS AAKKMRS MARKKA, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 
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MARRANO AAMNORR Jew in Spain who professed Christianity to avoid persecution [n -S] 

MASTABA AAABMST ancient Egyptian tomb [n -S] 

MEGARON AEGMNOR great central hall of ancient Greek house [n -RA] 

MESEEMS  EEEMMSS   it seems to me [v] 

MILDENS DEILMNS MILDEN, to make or become mild [v] 

MILREIS EIILMRS former monetary unit of Portugal [n MILREIS] 

MOIDORE DEIMOOR former gold coin of Portugal [n -S] 

MURAGES AEGMRSU MURAGE, tax levied for repairing walls of town [n] 

MURRHAS AHMRRSU MURRHA, murra (substance used to make fine vases and cups in ancient Rome) [n] 

MURRINE EIMNRRU pertaining to murra (substance used to make fine vases and cups in ancient Rome) [adj] 

MUZZILY ILMUYZZ in muzzy (confused) manner [adv] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

N 

NOBBILY BBILNOY in nobby (elegant (tastefully opulent)) manner [adv] 

NOMARCH ACHMNOR head of nome (Greek province) [n -S] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

O 

OENOMEL EELMNOO ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey [n -S] 

OGHAMIC ACGHIMO OGHAM, Old Irish alphabet [adj] 

OINOMEL EILMNOO oenomel (ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey) [n -S] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

P 

PAHLAVI AAHILPV former coin of Iran [n -S] 

PALIKAR AAIKLPR Greek soldier [n -S] 

PALLIUM AILLMPU cloak worn in ancient Rome [n -S, -IA] 

PANDORA AADNOPR bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

PANDORE ADENOPR bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

PANDURA AADNPRU bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

PAPHIAN AAHINPP prostitute [n -S] 

PATROON ANOOPRT landowner granted manorial rights under old Dutch law [n -S] 

PAVISES AEIPSSV PAVIS, large medieval shield [n] / PAVISE [n] 

PAVISSE AEIPSSV pavis (large medieval shield) [n -S] 

PAWKILY AIKLPWY PAWKY, sly (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [adv] 

PELTAST AELPSTT soldier of ancient Greece [n -S] 

PENATES AEENPST Roman gods of household [n] 

PESETAS AEEPSST PESETA, former monetary unit of Spain [n] 

PETASOS AEOPSST petasus (broad-brimmed hat worn in ancient Greece) [n -ES] 

PETASUS AEPSSTU broad-brimmed hat worn in ancient Greece [n -ES] 

PFENNIG EFGINNP formerly used bronze coin of Germany [n -E, -S] 

PHARAOH AAHHOPR ruler of ancient Egypt [n -S] 

PINDERS DEINPRS PINDER, official who formerly impounded stray animals [n] 

PISTOLE EILOPST formerly used European gold coin [n -S] 

PODGILY DGILOPY PODGY, pudgy (short and fat) [adv] 
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PONCING CGINNOP PONCE, to pimp (to solicit clients for prostitute) [v] 

PRAETOR AEOPRRT ancient Roman magistrate [n -S] 

PREFECT CEEFPRT ancient Roman official [n -S] 

PRETORS EOPRRST PRETOR, praetor (ancient Roman magistrate) [n] 

PRINCOX CINOPRX princock (coxcomb (conceited dandy)) [n -ES] 

PRITHEE  EEHIPRT   used to express wish or request [interj] 

PRIVILY IILPRVY PRIVY, private (not for public use or knowledge) [adv] 

PRUTOTH HOPRTTU PRUTAH, former monetary unit of Israel [n] 

PRYTHEE EEHPRTY prithee (used to express wish or request) [interj] 

PSALTRY ALPRSTY psaltery (ancient stringed musical instrument) [n -RIES] 

PSCHENT CEHNPST crown worn by ancient Egyptian kings [n -S] 

PURSILY ILPRSUY in pursy (short of breath) manner [adv] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

Q 

QUESTOR EOQRSTU quaestor (ancient Roman magistrate) [n -S] 

QUIPPUS IPPQSUU QUIPPU, quipu (ancient calculating device) [n] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

R 

RAZZIAS AAIRSZZ RAZZIA, hostile raid by Moors [n] 

REBECKS BCEEKRS REBECK, rebec (ancient stringed instrument) [n] 

REWRAPT AEPRRTW REWRAP, to wrap again [v] 

RHYTONS HNORSTY RHYTON, ancient Greek drinking horn [n] 

RIANTLY AILNRTY RIANT, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

RIDOTTO DIOORTT public musical entertainment in 18th century England [n -S] 

ROMAUNT AMNORTU long, medieval tale [n -S] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

S 

SACBUTS ABCSSTU SACBUT, sackbut (medieval trombone) [n] 

SACKBUT ABCKSTU medieval trombone [n -S] 

SAGBUTS ABGSSTU SAGBUT, sackbut (medieval trombone) [n] 

SALLETS AELLSST SALLET, light medieval helmet [n] 

SAMBUCA AABCMSU ancient stringed instrument [n -S] 

SAMBUKE ABEKMSU sambuca (ancient stringed instrument) [n -S] 

SAMURAI AAIMRSU Japanese warrior [n -S] 

SANTIMI AIIMNST SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SANTIMS AIMNSST SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SANTIMU AIMNSTU SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SATRAPS AAPRSST SATRAP, governor of province in ancient Persia [n] 

SATRAPY  AAPRSTY territory of satrap (governor of province in ancient Persia) [n -PIES] 

SATYRIC ACIRSTY SATYR, woodland deity of Greek mythology [adj] 

SCALADE AACDELS act of scaling walls of fortification [n -S] 

SCALADO AACDLOS scalade (act of scaling walls of fortification) [n -S] 

SCUTAGE ACEGSTU tax exacted by feudal lord in lieu of military service [n -S] 
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SEAWANS AAENSSW SEAWAN, wampum (form of currency formerly used by Native Americans) [n] 

SEAWANT AAENSTW seawan (wampum (form of currency formerly used by Native Americans)) [n -S] 

SEMISES EEIMSSS SEMIS, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

SERDABS ABDERSS SERDAB, chamber within ancient Egyptian tomb [n] 

SERFAGE AEEFGRS serfdom (state of being serf (feudal slave)) [n -S] 

SERFDOM DEFMORS state of being serf (feudal slave) [n -S] 

SERFISH EFHIRSS characteristic of serf [adj] 

SHEKELS EEHKLSS SHEKEL, ancient unit of weight and money [n] 

SHEQELS EEHLQSS SHEQEL, shekel (ancient unit of weight and money) [n] 

SHOGUNS GHNOSSU SHOGUN, former military leader of Japan [n] 

SHTETEL EEHLSTT Jewish village [n SHTETLACH, -S] 

SHTETLS EHLSSTT SHTETL, shtetel (Jewish village) [n] 

SILENUS EILNSSU woodland deity of Greek mythology [n -NI] 

SINSYNE EINNSSY since (from then until now) [adv] 

SIRRAHS AHIRRSS SIRRAH, form of address used to inferiors [n] 

SISTRUM IMRSSTU ancient Egyptian percussion instrument [n -S, -RA] 

SITHENS EHINSST since (from then until now) [adv] 

SKALDIC ACDIKLS SKALD, ancient Scandinavian poet [adj] 

SKLENTS EKLNSST SKLENT, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

SKYPHOS HKOPSSY drinking vessel used in ancient Greece [n -S] 

SLEEKEN EEEKLNS to sleek (to make sleek) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SMEDDUM DDEMMSU ground malt powder [n -S] 

SNATHES AEHNSST SNATHE, snath (handle of scythe) [n] 

SNOODED DDENOOS SNOOD, to secure with snood (net or fabric cap for hair) [v] 

SOCAGER ACEGORS tenant by socage (form of feudal land tenure) [n -S] 

SOCAGES ACEGOSS SOCAGE, form of feudal land tenure [n] 

SOCCAGE ACCEGOS socage (form of feudal land tenure) [n -S] 

SOKEMAN AEKMNOS socman (socager (tenant by socage)) [n -MEN] 

SOLIDUS DILOSSU coin of ancient Rome [n -DI] 

SOOTHLY HLOOSTY in truth [adv] 

SPILTHS HILPSST SPILTH, spillage (something that is spilled) [n] 

SQUIRES EIQRSSU SQUIRE, to serve as squire (escort) [v] 

STACTES ACESSTT STACTE, spice used by ancient Jews in making incense [n] 

STAITHE AEHISTT wharf equipped for transferring coal from railroad cars into ships [n -S] 

STELLAS AELLSST STELLA, formerly used coin of United States [n] 

STEMMAS AEMMSST STEMMA, scroll recording genealogy of family in ancient Rome [n] 

STIVERS EIRSSTV STIVER, formerly used Dutch coin [n] 

STOTINS INOSSTT STOTIN, former monetary unit of Slovenia [n] 

STROPHE EHOPRST part of ancient Greek choral ode [n -S]  

STUIVER EIRSTUV stiver (formerly used Dutch coin) [n -S] 

SUNWARD ADNRSUW toward sun [adv] 

SUNWISE EINSSUW from left to right [adv] 

SWEVENS EENSSVW SWEVEN, dream or vision [n] 

SWITHLY HILSTWY swith (quickly (in quick (acting or capable of acting with speed) manner)) [adv] 

SWIVING GIINSVW SWIVE, to copulate with [v] 
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T 

TAENIAE  AAEEINT TAENIA, headband worn in ancient Greece [n] 

TAENIAS  AAEINST TAENIA, headband worn in ancient Greece [n] 

TAILLES AEILLST TAILLE, former French tax [n] 

TALARIA AAAILRT winged sandals worn by various figures of classical mythology [n] 

TARTILY AILRTTY TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adv] 

TECHILY CEHILTY TECHY, tetchy (irritable) [adv] 

TEGULAE AEEGLTU TEGULA, flat roof tile used in ancient Rome [n] 

TEOPANS AENOPST TEOPAN, teocalli (Aztec temple) [n] 

TESTONS ENOSSTT TESTON, former French coin [n] 

TESTOON ENOOSTT teston (former French coin) [n -S] 

TESTUDO DEOSTTU portable screen used as shield by ancient Romans [n -S] 

TEUGHLY EGHLTUY TEUGH, tough (strong and resilient) [adv] 

THALERS AEHLRST THALER, taler (formerly used German coin) [n] 

THANAGE AAEGHNT land held by thane [n -S] 

THATCHY ACHHTTY resembling thatch [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

THEGNLY EGHLNTY THEGN, thane (man holding land by military service in Anglo-Saxon England] 

THEREAT AEEHRTT at that place or time [adv] 

THEREOF EEFHORT of that [adv] 

THEREON EEHNORT on that [adv] 

THERETO EEHORTT to that [adv] 

THITHER  EHHIRTT   in that direction [adv] 

THOUING  GHINOTU   to address as thou [v] 

THRALLS AHLLRST THRALL, to enslave (to make slave of) [v] 

THYSELF EFHLSTY yourself (form of 2nd person personal pronoun) [pron] 

TRICORN CINORRT hat with brim turned up on three sides [n -S] 

TRIGONS GINORST TRIGON, ancient stringed instrument [n] 

TRIREME EEIMRRT ancient Greek or Roman warship [n -S] 

TRIVIUM IIMRTUV group of studies in medieval schools [n -IA, -S] 

TROWTHS HORSTTW TROWTH, truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n] 

TUMIDLY DILMTUY TUMID, swollen [adv] 

TWIBILL BIILLTW twibil (battle-ax with two cutting edges) [n -S] 

TWIBILS BIILSTW TWIBIL, battle-ax with two cutting edges [n] 

TWIGGEN EGGINTW made of twigs (small branches) [adj] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

U 

UNAPTLY ALNPTUY not aptly (in apt (suitable (appropriate)) manner) [adv] 

UNBOSOM BMNOOSU to reveal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCLEFT CEFLNTU not cleft (to split or divide) [adj] 

UNCLOAK ACKLNOU to remove cloak from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCOMIC CCIMNOU not comic [adj] 

UNGLOVE EGLNOUV to uncover by removing glove [v -D, -VING, -S] 

UNHAIRS AHINRSU UNHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

UNHANDS ADHNNSU UNHAND, to remove hand from [v] 
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UNHELMS EHLMNSU UNHELM, to remove helmet of [v] 

UNHOODS DHNOOSU UNHOOD, to remove hood from [v] 

UNHORSE EHNORSU to cause to fall from horse [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UNMEWED DEEMNUW UNMEW, to set free [v] 

UNSHIPS HINPSSU UNSHIP, to unload from ship [v] 

UNSIGHT GHINSTU to prevent from seeing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSPILT ILNPSTU not spilt (to cause to run out of container) [adj] 

UNTRUSS NRSSTUU to remove from truss [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNWOOED DENOOUW not wooed (to seek affection of) [adj] 

UNYOKED DEKNOUY UNYOKE, to free from yoke (wooden frame for joining together draft animals) [v] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

V 

VALKYRS AKLRSVY VALKYR, valkyrie (maiden in Norse mythology) [n] 

VANWARD AADNRVW toward front [adv] 

VASSALS AALSSSV VASSAL, person granted use of land by feudal lord in return for homage and allegiance [n] 

VELARIA AAEILRV VELARIUM, awning over ancient Roman theater [n] 

VELITES EEILSTV foot soldiers of ancient Rome [n] 

VESTALS AELSSTV VESTAL, chaste woman [n] 

VEXEDLY DEELVXY in vexed manner [adv] 

VIRELAI AEIILRV virelay (medieval French verse form) [n -S] 

VIRELAY AEILRVY medieval French verse form [n -S] 

VIRGATE AEGIRTV early English measure of land area [n -S] 

VYINGLY GILNVYY in vying manner [adv] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

W 

WAENESS AEENSSW woeness [n -ES] 

WAESUCK ACEKSUW WAESUCKS, used to express pity [interj] 

WAMPUMS AMMPSUW WAMPUM, form of currency formerly used by Native Americans [n] 

WASSAIL AAILSSW to drink to health of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WEARISH AEHIRSW tasteless [adj] 

WEASAND AADENSW throat [n -S] 

WEASONS AENOSSW WEASON, weasand (throat) [n] 

WEAZAND AADENWZ weasand (throat) [n -S] 

WENCHED CDEEHNW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WENCHER CEEHNRW one that wenches (to consort with prostitutes) [n -S] 

WENCHES CEEHNSW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WESSAND ADENSSW weasand (throat) [n -S] 

WHEREAS  AEEHRSW   introductory statement [n -ES] 

WHEREAT  AEEHRTW   at which [conj] 

WHEREBY  BEEHRWY   by which [conj] 

WHEREIN  EEHINRW   in which[conj] 

WHEREOF  EEFHORW   of which [conj] 

WHEREON  EEHNORW   on which [conj] 

WHERETO  EEHORTW   to which [conj] 
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WHITHER  EHHIRTW   to what place [adv] 

WHOSESO  EHOOSSW   possessive of whoso [pron] 

WIZZENS EINSWZZ WIZZEN, weasand (throat) [n] 

WOFULLY FLLOUWY WOFUL, woeful (full of woe) [adv] 

WORRITS IORRSTW WORRIT, to worry (to feel anxious and uneasy about something) [v] 

WORTHED DEHORTW WORTH, to befall (to happen to) [v] 

WOULDST DLOSTUW WILL, to decide upon [v] 

WRITHEN EHINRTW twisted [adj] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

X 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

Y 

YCLEPED  CDEELPY   called, named [adj] 

 

Archaic-Sounding 7s  

Z 

ZECCHIN CCEHINZ zecchino (former gold coin of Italy) [n -S] 

ZECHINS CEHINSZ ZECHIN, zecchino (former gold coin of Italy) [n] 

ZIKURAT AIKRTUZ ziggurat (ancient Babylonian temple tower) [n -S] 
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